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grade levels and integrating the subject into K-8 schooling will
provide students from more backgrounds exposure to computer
science at an age when they prepare to make decisions about their
future. Moreover, these efforts may increase diversity in computer
science fields, combat the dire shortage of computing majors, and
create a higher level of the computing literacy that will be
necessary for the innovators of the next century.

ABSTRACT
The recent renaissance in early computer science education has
provided K-12 teachers with multiple options for introducing
children to computer science. However, tools for teaching
programming for children with wide-scale adoption have been
targeted mostly at pre-readers or middle school and higher gradelevels. This leaves a gap for 4th – 6th grade students, who differ
developmentally from older and younger students.

In order to gain deeper insight into how 4th – 6th grade students
(children ages 9-12) learn computer science, we modified an
existing middle-school curriculum from the Animal Tlatoque
summer camp to be appropriate for 4th grade [12]. We provided
programming activities in a variant of Scratch [23] with starting
files that the students manipulated and modified. During the 201314 academic year, we revised and refined these activities based on
feedback from the classrooms about what students struggled with
and excelled in.

In this paper, we investigate block-based programming languages
targeted at elementary and middle school students and
demonstrate a gap in existing programming languages appropriate
for 4th – 6th grade classrooms. We analyze the benefits of Scratch,
ScratchJr, and Blockly for students and curriculum developers.
We describe the design principles we created based on our
experiences using block-based programming in 4th – 6th grade
classrooms, and introduce LaPlaya, a language and development
environment designed specifically for children in the gap between
grades K-3 and middle school students.

Although elementary school students are capable of programming
[21, 28], while developing curricula for 4th – 6th grade, we found a
gap in the programming languages available for children. Many
popular block-based languages are targeted either toward prereaders or children with math and language skills above 4th – 6th
grade. Moreover, these languages are embedded in programming
environments with interface features not developmentally
appropriate for this age group; they contain features that are too
complex, making the floor for entry too high for these students, or
they do not provide students appropriate control over their
projects. Additionally, existing block-based languages either
require curriculum developers to create projects that fit the
constraints of the environment, or to have the programming
background needed to customize the environment for the project.
New tools that are sufficiently flexible and have an entry floor
level appropriate level for upper elementary school students are
needed to make computer science successful in a regular
classroom.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.1.7 [Programming Techniques]: Visual Programming;
K.3.2 [Computer and Information Science Education]:
Computer Science Education.

Keywords
Computer science education, elementary school, middle school,
graphical programming. novice programming environments

1. INTRODUCTION
In an effort to engage young children in computer science,
computer scientists have developed a variety of educational
programming platforms, activities [23, 9, 17, 4] and outreach
programs [3, 2, 12]. In the past few years, momentum has
increased for elementary schools to teach computational thinking
in their classrooms. Eighth graders’ reported interest in pursuing a
career in science and engineering areas is a strong predictor of
whether or not they will later pursue a science career [28].
Further, after-school opportunities or summer camps where
middle and elementary school students are likely to be introduced
to computer science are less available to students from
impoverished areas [6]. Adding computational thinking to earlier

Here we present our design goals for a block-based language
targeted towards 4th – 6th grade. Our design goals are influenced
by the challenges that students faced during the pilot of our
curriculum when using a programming environment not
developmentally appropriate for their age. We look at Scratch,
ScratchJr, and Blockly, and assess their appropriateness for
curriculum development at this age group [23, 13, 10]. Finally, we
introduce LaPlaya, the language we designed to fill the gap in
development environments for upper elementary school
classrooms.
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This paper is organized as follows. We provide background on the
elementary school classroom setting and a brief summary of
related work in Section 2. In Section 3, we look at existing blockbased languages (Scratch, ScratchJr, and Blockly). In Section 4
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perform point-and-click movements more quickly and accurately
than drag-and-drop commands [15, 27]. As another example,
young children can become easily distracted by complex
interfaces, and Halgren et al chose to redesign interface by hiding
advanced tools, so children (ages 5-14) would not stumble upon
them and get lost in their functionality [16]. These findings
influenced our development of LaPlaya, which we describe in
Section 5.

we detail the design principles we used to create a new
programming environment, LaPlaya. Finally, Section 5 contains
our plans for future work.

2. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK
Students’ academic knowledge and skills increase rapidly as they
progress throughout elementary school and into middle school. A
development environment for this age group must be flexible and
expand as they learn, or the students will outgrow it. Students in
upper elementary school differ in important ways from their
younger counterparts. In second and third grade, “the mechanical
demands of learning to read are so taxing at this point that
children have few resources left over to process the content. In
fourth through eighth grade, children become increasingly able to
obtain new information from print” (p. 333) [26]. In fact, upper
elementary school is an important transitional time for children’s
development. These students are developing linguistic,
kinesthetic, and cognitive skills necessary to successfully interact
with computers. Further, these students are learning key concepts
from other fields, like math and science, needed to successfully
program. As examples, key math concepts such as division,
negative numbers, and percentages are taught during upper
elementary school.

Studying children’s learning of computer science is additionally
complex because the programming environment directly impacts
available opportunities for learning.
Several programming
languages developed for children and novice programmers such as
Scratch, Alice, and AgentSheets use graphical programming
environments and limit the commands available for students to
use [23, 8, 25].
Compared to traditional programming
environments, graphical programming lowers the cognitive
barriers to programming by removing obstacles such as
remembering specific vocabulary and formatting rules of
computer languages. Instead of writing out programming
commands, users snap commands together to form scripts and see
the output of their programs immediately, thereby circumventing
most required syntax or specific vocabulary. As a result, these
languages offer benefits for novice programmers of all ages.
Malan and Leitner advocated using Scratch even at the
undergraduate level, as a gateway language to languages like Java
[22]. Further, block based languages like Scratch can improve
students’ attitudes and increase confidence in programming [20].

Fourth graders today are commonly described as “digital natives”
because they have never known a world without computers or the
Internet [5]. Although access to technology varies, particularly
depending on students’ socioeconomic levels, today’s 4th graders
have some familiarity with computers and ideas about how to
interact with them. Students enter the computer lab already
familiar with computers, but as users rather than developers.
Kolikant characterizes computer science classes as encounters
between intertwined cultures. Students are members of the culture
of school, and are already familiar with computers as part of the
“user” culture [5], but they are newcomers to the computing
culture.

3. POPULAR BLOCK-BASED
ENVIRONMENTS
Block based environments have gained popularity with novice
programmers because they reduce the need for typing and get rid
of many syntax errors. Unlike textual programming languages,
block based languages are closely tied to the development
environment in which they are embedded. Many development
environments are inspired by Scratch, a block-based language
designed for ages 8-16 [23]. Scratch provides blocks of
programming commands that users attach together like puzzle
pieces to create scripts that control the actions of the sprites, 2D
characters on the stage. In this section, we present our findings
from using Scratch in 4th – 6th grade classrooms and then look at
ScratchJr and Blockly, two other block-based environments, and
their appropriateness for this age group [13, 10]. Example scripts
from Scratch, ScratchJr, Blockly, and LaPlaya are shown in
Figure 1.

Previous studies have looked at the development environment’s
influence on students’ roles as users or developers. In the creation
of ScratchJr, a visual language based on Scratch, the developers
removed “instant gratification” buttons, or buttons that produce an
immediate effect on the state of the program, so children would
spend less time playing with the software’s features and more
time creating [18]. However, Kazakoff found that kindergarteners
using ScratchJr in their classroom still spent a significant time
using the environment’s paint editor instead of programming [18].
Kerr provided pre-built scenes to students for creating digital
stories and found that they used more constructs and methods, and
spent twice as long modifying their programs as students who
created all the scenes themselves [19]. The development
environment itself plays a crucial role in guiding students to be
developers rather than users.

3.1 Methods

Our results on Scratch are informed by the pilot of a 4th grade
computational thinking curriculum. This curriculum consists of
three types of activities: short, pre-populated projects that students
can finish within a lab period; off computer activities in the
classroom that tie computational thinking concepts back to every
day life; and an open-ended design-thinking digital story project.
This curriculum was designed specifically for Scratch [12] and
introduced multiple concepts necessary for digital storytelling:
sequential execution, event-based programming, initialization,
message passing, costume changes, and scene changes. The
initial version used the original Scratch language in a slightly
modified environment; blocks that had not been introduced were
hidden in order to support the short, lab-length conceptual
learning tasks.

Researchers in human computer interaction have identified
multiple points to consider when designing software for children,
as children interact with computers differently than adults.
Bruckman, Bandlow, Dimond, and Forte noted that software
designers must attend to the physical and cognitive differences of
children such as their limited skills with typing, reading, and
manipulating keyboards and mice, as well as their more limited
linguistic experiences which prevent them from understanding
metaphors common among adults [7]. For example, program
designers must attend to children’s fine motor control. Compared
to adults, children struggle holding down the mouse for extended
periods or even double-clicking; therefore, young children tend to

We piloted the curriculum in fifteen 4th – 6th grade classrooms at
five schools across California. We refer to these schools as A, B,
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this secction, we look at the math cooncepts used in the Scratch
languagge and when thhey are introduuced in the Com
mmon Core
Math S
Standards [24].

C
C, D and E, with
h A being the firsst school trial an
nd E being the last.
Inn schools B and
d E, we collected
d only student prrojects. In schoo
ols
A
A, C, and D, wee observed instrruction and inteerviewed studentts.
T
The schools had
h
varying nu
umbers of claassrooms, grad
des
pparticipating, starrt dates, and ord
der of projects.

Initializzing position and changingg values (sizee, volume,
coordinnates, variables, time) require m
mathematical cooncepts that
studentts have not leaarned by the sttart of 4th gradde (e,g, x,y
coordinnates, negative numbers, deccimals, and ppercentages),
makingg the entry floorr too high for 4tth grade studentss, our target
audiencce. Table 1 shoows each conceppt, the grade inn which this
conceppt appears in the Common Corre Math Standaards, and an
examplle block that reqquires this conceppt [24].

33.2 Finding
gs
W
We originally in
ntended our currriculum to use Scratch,
S
but wheen
w
we piloted it in
n 4th grade classsrooms, we fou
und that studen
nts
sstruggled with so
ome math conceepts and parts off the interface. For
F
thhis analysis, wee focus on schools A and B, th
he first to use our
o
ppilot materials. For
F the schools with later startt dates (C-E), we
w
uused a variant of
o Scratch and changed the intterface to addreess
ddifficulties students had at schoo
ols A and B.

Cartesiian Coordinatess: Setting a spriite to an absolutee location is
done w
with a go to (spriite or mouse pointer) block or a go to x: y:
(x and y coordinates) bblock. The latteer requires an unnderstanding
of the C
Cartesian coorddinate system, w
which is not introoduced until
5th gradde. Students cann use an alternaate approach off placing the
sprite w
where they wantt it to go before selecting the go to block, as
Scratchh auto-populatess the proper x annd y values. The sequence of
moves to memorize woould require morre repetition thann we wanted
we do not encoourage procedurees based on
for ourr projects, and w
memorrizing rather thann understanding..

33.2.1 The Intterface: Distra
actions and Difficulties
D
Inn our pilot cllasses, we foun
nd aspects of the developmeent
eenvironment disttracted or allow
wed students to delete
d
parts of th
he
ppre-populated prrojects without clear ways off recovering lo
ost
eelements. Some students deleted
d the scripts or sprites
s
that the fiile
sstarted with, mak
king it difficult or even impossiible in some casses
too add these bacck later. In scho
ools A and B (142 students, 516
pprojects), we fou
und that studen
nts deleted prov
vided sprites in at
leeast 4.5% of prrojects, and delleted provided scripts
s
in at leaast
99.6% of projectss. These numberrs might be low
wer than the actu
ual
nnumber of projeects where sprites or scripts were
w
deleted. We
W
ddeveloped these statistics from final
f
versions off assignments th
hat
sstudents submitteed, but when stu
udents realized th
hey had deleted an
a
eelement of the prroject they need
ded, they frequen
ntly restarted wiith
thhe original versiion of the provid
ded file.

Negativve numbers: Neegative numberrs are used in m
most motion
blocks,, and embed in blocks that chaange the appearrance of the
sprite ((such as the sizee or color). Scrattch’s Cartesian pplane places
the oriigin, (0,0), in thhe center of thhe stage, which means that
anythinng out of the topp-right quadrantt requires a neggative x or y
value. Negative numbbers are also usedd by change (soomething) by
the size, volum
me, x or y coorrdinate, and
X bloccks to reduce th
variablee value. Negatiive numbers aree not in the Com
mmon Core
Math S
Standards until 6th grade, soo many studentts in upper
elemenntary school will not know how tto make the valuue smaller.

A
Additionally, stu
udents of this agee group are likely to be distracteed
bby “instant gratiification” button
ns [18]. For exaample, a “surpriise
ssprite” button ad
dds a new rando
om sprite to thee stage every tim
me
yyou click on it. These
T
buttons can be distracting
g for younger ag
ge
ggroups. As an ex
xample, one stud
dent in our study
y added 34 sprittes
too one project. Further, in sch
hools A and B,
B students addeed
uunnecessary sprites in 10.1% of projects. Althou
ugh it is importaant
too allow studentss to explore and find different ways
w
of solving th
he
pproblem, “instan
nt gratification” buttons can sw
witch from bein
ng
vvehicles for exp
ploration to disttractions that sp
pread through th
he
ccomputer lab as
a students ob
bserve their peers’
p
computerrs.
P
Providing the ab
bility to limit such
s
features iss important wheen
ddesigning an inteerface for this ag
ge group.

Percen
ntages: Size annd volume are sset with percentages, which
are noot introduced unntil 6th grade. Not only muust students
whole, they also need to
understtand percentagee parts of a w
understtand what 100%
% means for thatt variable; for eexample, the
size peercentages are of the originaal picture size, which the
studentts are unlikely too know.

3.3 O
Other block
k-based enviironments
In thiss section, we llook at ScratchhJr and Blocklly for their
approprriateness on 4thh – 6th grade cclassrooms and curriculum.
ScratchhJr, recently releeased for the iPaad, is aimed towaard ages 5-7
[13]. B
Blockly is used bby Code.org in iits curriculum annd the Hour
of Codde, a programm
ming initiative that has beenn massively
successsful in encouuraging studentts and teacheers to try
program
mming [10].

33.2.2 The Language: Math
h Content
S
Scripts can mov
ve sprites acrosss the screen and
d change the waay
thhey look, from their size to th
heir color. Howeever, many of th
he
bblocks needed to change the states of sprites require maath
cconcepts above the
t 4th grade leveel. Although som
me of these blocks
aare appropriate for
fo older groups, Scratch does no
ot provide ways to
hhide specific blo
ocks when work
king with young
ger age groups. In
Common Corre Concept

Grrade

Cartesian coordinates

5

Negative numbers
n

6

Percentaages

6

Decimal nu
umbers

4

3.3.1 ScratchJr
ScratchhJr fixes many of the math annd interface isssues present
when uusing Scratch w
with younger agee groups. Most the “instant
gratificcation” buttons hhave been removved to encouragee students to
focus oon programmingg. The blocks in ScratchJr requirre less math
knowleedge, and an opttional grid overrlay on the stagee adds extra
supportt for using x,y cooordinates.

Examplle Scratch Block
k

Becausse it is aimed at 5-7 year olds, ScratchJr’s ceiliing is not as
high ass is desired for 4th – 6th grades. The programming language
uses syymbols instead oof words and haas a smaller bloock selection
than Sccratch.

Table 1. Math Concepts in Scratch and the Common
C
Core
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Figure 1.
1 Movement sccripts in (from left)
l
Scratch, SccratchJr, Block
kly and LaPlayaa
Itt does not have variables, lists, or many of the control structurres
ppresent in Scratch. Additionally, ScratchJr is mo
ore structured thaan
S
Scratch; users picck scenes for theeir sprites to act in. ScratchJr lacks
thhe complexity neeeded to approprriately challenge 4th – 6th graders.

4. LA
APLAYA
LaPlayaa is a block-baseed language based on Snap!, a ddevelopment
environnment inspired bby Scratch for suupporting higher grade levels
[14]. W
We created a sett of design princciples for LaPlayya based on
existingg block-based ennvironments andd our experiencess in the pilot
classroooms. A beta verssion of LaPlaya w
was used in somee of our pilot
classes in the 2013-14 school year, andd we plan to usee an updated
versionn in the 2014-15 sschool year.

L
Like Scratch, SccratchJr works best
b
for open-en
nded projects, but
b
teeachers can use pre-populated files for assignmeents. The danger is
thhat students can
n see and modify
y any given spriites and scripts so
thhey may delete sprites
s
and find th
hey need them laater on.

33.3.2 Blocklyy

Our dessign principles, sshown in Table 2, were informeed by several
criteria.. First, we wanteed to support diffferent kinds of ccurricula for
4th – 6thh grade, rather thhan privilege eithher open-ended oor scaffolded
projectss over each otherr. Our second criiterion was that oour interface
could ssupport use in foormal learning ennvironments withh elementary
teacherrs with or withhout a backgroound in compuuter science.
Practicaal challenges thhat teachers facee in a traditionaal classroom
create ddifferent constraiints and opportuunities than inform
mal learning
environnments. Our thirdd criterion was tthat we wanted the designer
interfacce to support ccreating studentt projects and tasks to be
accessibble to curriculum
m developers withhout extensive pprogramming
backgroounds. The desiggn principles are informed by exiisting blockbased languages andd our own ffindings duringg the pilot
mentation of ourr curriculum annd while runninng computer
implem
sciencee summer campps for 6th – 8tth grade studentts for three
summeers [13].

B
Blockly is the bllock-based langu
uage used in thee popular Hour of
C
Code. Unlike Scratch and ScratcchJr, users canno
ot simply open up
u
B
Blockly and beg
gin coding; each
h project is creaated in Javascrip
pt,
liimiting users to specific projectss designed by deevelopers. Projeccts
inn Blockly are sim
milar to Scratch and ScratchJr; users
u
create scrip
pts
oout of blocks to control
c
characterss.
D
Developers createe each project in
n Javascript, whiich allows them to
ccreate unique blo
ocks and interfacce elements for each project. Th
his
aadded control for developers meeans that Blockly
y can be used for
f
aany age group, but
b curriculum deevelopers need to
t know Javascriipt
too create projects. Additionally, students cannott engage in opeeneended, exploratorry projects like in Scratch or SccratchJr. Althoug
gh
B
Blockly can be used to create scaaffolded projects for 4th – 6th grad
de,
itt lacks the open-ended options prresent in Scratch
h and ScratchJr an
nd
itt has a high oveerhead for projecct development. It is unlikely th
hat
cclassroom elemeentary school teachers will hav
ve the backgroun
nd
nnecessary to deveelop projects usin
ng Blockly.

4.1 S
Support mu
ultiple types of tasks.
Our goaal was to create an environment that did not limiit curriculum
designeers when developping assignmentss. This led to thee first design
principaal: support multtiple types of tassks. We wanted to support a
range oof curricular typpes, from purelly open-ended pprojects that
studentts design and creeate over long peeriods of time, tto scaffolded
curriculla with targetedd projects of pree-populated sprittes and predetermiined goals com
mpleted in as little as 10 m
minutes. The
program
mming environm
ment should offerr a wide range of blocks and
functionnality to supporrt open-ended prrojects; and deveelopers may
want too constrain avaailable blocks annd functions to only those
necessaary to complete thhe task.

33.4 Bridging the gap with
w lower flo
oors and
ggreater flexiibility
W
When creating ou
ur curriculum, wee wanted a langu
uage that combined
aaspects of Scratcch, ScratchJr, an
nd Blockly. Scraatch gives studen
nts
loow floors, wide walls,
w
and high ceilings,
c
but in so
ome cases (such as
thhe math) the flo
oors are not low enough for ourr target age grou
up.
S
ScratchJr providees a lower floor and
a ceiling, but they
t
are too low to
bbe challenging for
f upper elemeentary school sttudents. Althoug
gh
B
Blockly provides more contentt flexibility, it has too high an
ooverhead for project
p
creation
n and lacks the open-endeed,
““playground” env
vironment option
n present in Scraatch and ScratchJJr.
W
We wanted a com
mbination of Scrratch’s “playgrou
und” programmin
ng
eenvironment and
d low entry point
p
for curricculum developerrs,
S
ScratchJr’s attenttion to developm
mental requirem
ments of the targ
get
aage group, and Blockly’s
B
flexibillity. We used ourr experiences wiith
thhese languages and the feedbaack from our piilot classrooms to
cconstruct a set off design principalls that guided ourr development off a
nnew programmin
ng environment, LaPlaya.
L

The LaaPlaya environmeent allows devellopers to create pprepopulated
projectss with options foor the scripts and sprites that will be visible to
studentts. Developers ccan hide sprites or scripts that work in the
backgroound; for exampple, a project w
with a distinct ennd goal may
includee an analysis scrript that says “G
Great job!” whenn the student
compleetes the project. Scripts can be shhown as inert exxamples that
do not run but show sttudents how to ccreate the script.. Developers
can locck scripts or sprittes available to sstudents, but thatt students do
not neeed to manipulate.. For example, inn Figure 2, studeents program
the car sprite to move tto the different ccities. Curriculum
m developers
alreadyy programmed thhe other spritess so they are loocked. Some
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L
LaPlaya blocks and
a block categories, such as “So
ounds”, are hiddeen
ssince they are no
ot needed for thiss project. Alternaatively, developeers
m
may also choose to leave the entiire environment visible to studen
nts
ffor open-ended prrojects.

Taable 2. Comparrison of Scratch,, ScratchJr, Blockly and
LaP
Playa for 4th – 6th grade
D
Design
Prrinciple
Sccratch ScratcchJr Blockly
LaPlaya
S
Support

multtiple types
oof tasks
Reqquire only
gradee- and age

apppropriate
ccontent
Incluude an age

apppropriate


innterface
Suppport project




devvelopers

44.2 Requiree only gradee- and age-ap
ppropriate
ccontent.
T
The computer sciience content in the
t environment should not rely on
o
nnon-computer sccience content above
a
grade lev
vel. Programmin
ng
requires both matth and literacy sk
kills as programmers must be ab
ble
nderstand comm
mands. Some commands requiire
too read and un
m
mathematical un
nderstandings lik
ke addition, whiich 4th graders do
d
uunderstand, and percentages, which
w
they may
y not. While we
w
ccontend that thee interface and
d programming language shou
uld
ssupport the devellopment of new math
m and literacy
y skills, we do not
n
w
want math and literacy requirem
ments to preclu
ude students fro
om
ccoding. Nor do we
w want to requirre teachers to teaach content befo
ore
thhey would do so in their normal curricular
c
plans.

As meentioned earlier, in our pilot classes, we found that “instant
gratification” buttons ddistracted studennts and led to unnrecoverable
errors bbecause it was eeasy to delete spprites and scriptss in the prepopulatted projects, buut hard to gett them back. IIn LaPlaya,
developpers can hide asppects of the interfface that might bbe distracting
for studdents, such as thee “add sprite” buutton. To encourrage students
to expeeriment with thee programming bblocks (instead oof staying in
the morre familiar role oof “user” and plaaying with non-pprogramming
areas), curriculum deveelopers could hidde these “non-proogramming”
nts in early projeccts.
element

Inn LaPlaya, the origin,
o
(0,0), is in
n the lower left-h
hand corner of th
he
sstage, removing the
t need for negative numbers in
n the go to x: y: (x
aand y coordinates) block. All change
c
(state) by
b X blocks weere
replaced by increease/decrease (state) by X blocks so students wou
uld
nnot need negativee numbers to deecrease the valuee. Finally, LaPlay
ya
hhas set size to X blocks with absolute
a
amountss (small, medium
m,
laarge) that corresspond to absolutte sizes on the screen rather thaan
ppercentages relatiive to the originaal picture size. Removing
R
the neeed
ffor the Cartesian coordinate system
m is much more challenging and
d is
thhe subject of ong
going research.

4.4 S
Support prooject develop
pers.
Finally,, creating a starrting file for a pproject should nnot require a
degree in computer sscience. Althouggh most compuuter science
teacherrs at the elementtary school leveel may be more comfortable
using eexisting projectss, we believe inn lowering the thhreshold for
creatingg content so soomeone without a strong compuuter science
backgroound could creatte new material. In our scenario, any person
with faccility in Scratch could make a neew project in lesss than a day.
As teacchers become m
more comfortable with the enviroonment, they
may waant to adjust exiisting material orr map projects too their other
classrooom activities. As such, we conteend that the projject creation
environnment (developerr mode) should bbe similar to the eenvironment
used byy students to finissh the projects.

44.3 Include an age-appropriate intterface.
T
The developmeent environmeent should en
ncourage novice
pprogrammers to write
w
code. Thosse comfortable in
n the role of “useer”
m
might be inclined to avoid codiing in favor of activities they are
a
m
more familiar with,
w
such as manipulating settings or no
onpprogramming asp
pects of the en
nvironment, like an image edito
or.
S
Students today enter the com
mputer lab alreaady familiar wiith
ccomputers as com
mputer users. Using the computer as a developer is
a new experiencee for these studen
nts. Kolikant arg
gues that computter
sscience educatio
on is a cultural encounter wheere students hav
ve
m
multiple viewpoints; they are newcomers
n
to computer
c
sciencce,
sstudents in a classroom, and
d also computer users [5]. A
ddevelopment env
vironment that introduces stud
dents to computter
sscience should encourage studen
nts to be develop
pers creating theeir
oown programs for
f an audiencee rather than ussers playing wiith
uunrelated featuress of the interface (such as a paint editor).

LaPlayaa has two moddes for viewingg and editing a project: a
developper mode for prooject developers and teachers, annd a student
mode for teachers annd students. Thhe developer m
mode allows
developpers to manage available conteent in a projectt when it is
openedd in the student vversion. Developpers create projeccts using the
same bllocks that could be used in studeent mode, so creaating starting
files foor assignments ddoes not requiree more advanceed computer
sciencee knowledge.

4.5 S
Summary
Scratcch, ScratchJr, andd Blockly were nnot designed to bbe consistent
with ouur stated designn principals, so identifying incconsistencies
betweenn the languages aand our design pprinciples is not a criticism of
these laanguages, only aan indication thaat they were not ideal for the
learningg and developmeent context that w
we are working w
with.
We fouund the Scratch iinterface featuress and math conteent were too
advanceed for 4th – 6thh grade. ScratchJr remedied maany of these
issues bbut is designed ffor a younger agge group, makinng it also not
developpmentally approopriate for 4th – 6th grade. S
Scratch and
ScratchhJr can be used with open-endedd or scaffolded pprojects, but
their innterface designs are problematiic when workinng with prepopulatted projects. Bllockly provides developers greeater control

F
Figure 2. A KE
ELP-CS projectt in LaPlaya, ass seen in student
m
mode
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over block options when creating projects and can be used to make
grade level-appropriate assignments for 4th – 6th grade. However,
experienced programmers must design these projects. Further,
Blockly does not have an option for a “playground” environment
where students can create their own projects without a starting file.
In developing LaPlaya we built on the strengths of each of these
interfaces to create a programming environment tailored to 4th – 6th
grade students in a classroom setting.

600m-lines-of-code-later-20m-students-have-learned-an-hourof-code/
[11] Flannery, L. P., et al. Designing ScratchJr: Support for Early
Childhood Learning Through Computer Programming. In IDC
’13.
[12] Franklin, D., Conrad, P., Aldana, G., et. al. Animal Tlatoque:
Attracting Middle-School Students to Computing through
Culturally-Relevant Themes. In SIGCSE ‘11.

5. FUTURE WORK

[13] Franklin, D., Conrad, P., Boe, B., Nilsen, K., Hill, C., Len, M.,
Dreschler, G., Aldana, G., et al. Assessment of Computer
Science Learning in a Scratch-Based Outreach Program. In
SIGCSE ’13.

We plan to continue studying students’ experiences learning
computational thinking and how development environments shape
their learning. In particular, we will look at the word choice of
blocks in visual programming languages, and whether younger
students benefit from a language with more blocks that produce
visual effects.

[14] Garcia, D., Segars, L. & Paley, J. 2012. Snap! (build your own
blocks): tutorial presentation. J. Comput. Sci. Coll. 27, 4 (April
2012), 120-121.

In addition, we plan to extend our work to looking at teachers’
learning. In our pilot, we found that many teachers did not have
prior experience teaching computational thinking. We plan to
research how teachers learn computational thinking, and map the
terrain of teacher education in science and technology.

[15] Gelderblom, H., & Kotze, P. 2009. Ten design lessons from
literature on child development and children’s use of
technology. In IDC 2009.
[16] Halgren, S., et al. 1995. Amazing Animation™: Movie making
for kids design briefing. In SIGCHI ‘95.
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